What’s Up
September 2019

What’s Up
Constellations
During August
at 10.30pm

What’s Up
Planets – September 2019 (ephemeris for the 15

th

of the month)

Planet

Rises Culm Sets Mag

Comments

Mercury

07:32

13:33 19:33

-0.7

Mercury passes through superior solar conjunction on the 4th
September and will be un-viewable for the rest of the month.

Venus

07:26

13:31 19:35

-3.8

Venus passed through superior solar conjunction last month and
will be too close to the sun to view for the rest of the month.

Mars

06:13

12:42 19:11

1.8

Mars passes through solar conjunction on the 2nd September and
will be too close to the sun to view for the rest of the month.

Jupiter

14:29

18:24 22:20

-2

Jupiter is accessible in the early part of the month but will soon
become lost in the evening twilight

Saturn

16:29

20:24 00:22

0.4

Saturn will be well positioned but low in the south in the
evenings throughout the month

Uranus

20:33

03:42 10:48

5.7

Uranus rises at around 8:30pm and will be accessible from
around 11pm showing well in the stars of southern Aries

7.8

Neptune offers its best observing opportunity of the year this
month as it reaches opposition on the 10th September and can
be found in Aquarius

Neptune

19:09

00:41 06:09

What’s Up
Smaller Bodies
Dwarf Planets
Pluto mag 14.3 in Sagittarius
Ceres mag 9.0 in Ophiuchus
Asteroids
Vesta mag 7.5 in Taurus
Eunomia mag 8.8 in Aquarius
Amphitrite mag 9.4 in Pisces
Metis mag 9.6 in Cetus
Lutetia mag 9.7 in Cetus
Comets
C/2018 W2 (Africano) in Andromeda

What’s Up
Conjunctions
6th September

Close
approach of
Moon and
Jupiter
FOV 8.2°
8x40
Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
8th September

Close
approach of
Moon and
Saturn
FOV 4.0°
15x70
Binoculars

What’s Up
Conjunctions
3rd October

Close
approach of
Moon and
Jupiter
FOV 2.5°
25x100
Binoculars

What’s Up
Observing Evenings
Next Scheduled Observing Evenings
20th / 21st September

Weather Permitting
At Albury

Please join us if you can

What’s Up
Events – September 2019
5th Sept – 15th Sept . 19th Sept – 3rd Oct

Visible ISS Passes

2nd September

Mars at solar conjunction

6th September

Moon at First Quarter

6th September

Close approach of the Moon and Jupiter

8th September

Close approach of the Moon and Saturn

9th September

Close approach of the Moon and Pluto

10th September

Neptune at opposition

14th September

Full Moon

20th / 21st September

GAS Members Observing Session

22nd September

Moon at Last Quarter

23rd September

September Equinox

25th September

C/2018 W2 (Africano) reaches its brightest

28th September

New Moon

29th September

Conjunction of the Moon and Mercury

23rd – 30th September

Kelling Heath Star Party – Autumn 2019

3rd October

Close approach of the Moon and Jupiter

3rd October

GAS Meeting

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 246 – The Skull Nebula
Planetary Nebula in Cetus
Discovered by William Herschel in 1785, NGC 246 is a
large planetary nebula located a relatively empty
area in Cetus. You will need a 6” scope or larger to
view this object and an OIII filter will make finding it
easier. The central star is 11th magnitude and is easy
to find
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Suggested Objects
Beta Cygni
Alberio - Double Star in Cygnus
A favourite target in the summer and autumn
skies, its two elements coloured sapphire and gold
are readily separated in the most modest of
scopes. Easily located at the head of Cygnus.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
M39
Open Cluster in Cygnus
M39 is a large open cluster that covers a larger area than
the full moon. In binoculars the stars resolve well and
appear to form the shape of an equilateral triangle. For
telescopic viewing a low powered wide field eyepiece is
best.

What’s Up
Suggested Objects
NGC 6819 – Foxhead Cluster
Open Cluster in Cygnus
This rich open cluster contains about 150 stars, and it
lies about 7200 light years away. The cluster itself has
a total visual magnitude of 7.3, so is easy to see with
binoculars although a telescope is needed to resolve
its stars, which are all dimmer than magnitude 11.
The cluster does have an distinct resemblance to an
animal’s head with pointy ears.
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Suggested Objects
NGC 6960 & 6995
The Veil Nebula in Cygnus
A supernova remnant the Veil complex lies
2,600 Ly from earth and has two main
components. The Western Veil is also know
as the Witch’s Broom or the Finger of God

While the Eastern Veil
contains an spectral
shape at one end. All
very spooky. Covering
nearly 3 degrees the Veil
is best viewed with a
low powered eyepiece
with a wide field of
view. You will need
either an OIII or UHC-S
Filter
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Suggested Objects
NGC 6888 - The Crescent Nebula
Nebula in Cygnus
Lying about 4,700 Ly away the Crescent Nebula is formed
by a fast stellar wind from a Wolf-Rayet star colliding with
and energizing a slower moving envelope ejected by the
same star 400,000 years previously when it became a red
giant. The star should go Supernova in the next million
years. Best observed with an OIII filter it will also show up
in a good UHC-S filter.
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Suggested Objects
NGC 6217
Galaxy in Ursa Minor
NGC 6217 (also known as Arp 185) is a barred spiral
galaxy of only about a third the diameter of our Milky
Way galaxy, located about 67.2 million light-years
away from Earth in the northern constellation of Ursa
Minor. NGC 6217 has moderately-wound spiral arms,
and a prominent, long and well-defined bar running
across a spherical nucleus.
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Suggested Objects
Cr399 - The Coat Hanger Asterism or
“Brocchi’s Cluster
Open Cluster in Vulpecula
A large cluster of about 36 stars whose brightest
members form the shape of a coat hanger. One of the
brighter stars has an orange colour that contrast nicely
with the blue-white of the others.

What’s Up
In the news

Hayabusa 2 collects 2nd Sample

Scientists celebrated another
success with Japan’s Hayabusa 2
spacecraft on 11 July when the
robot explorer accomplished a
second pinpoint touch-and-go
landing on asteroid Ryugu, this
time to collect a sample of
pristine dust and rock excavated
by an explosive impactor earlier
this year.
Using rocket thrusters to control
its descent, and guided by a laser
range finder, Hayabusa 2 glacially
approached Ryugu on autopilot,
slowing to a relative speed of
about 10 centimetres per second
(4-inches per second) in the final phase of the landing. Hayabusa 2 manoeuvred over a bright navigation aid
released on the asteroid’s surface earlier this year to mark the landing site, then went in for the final
descent, with the probe’s sampling horn extending from the front of the spacecraft.Telemetry data and
imagery downlinked from Hayabusa 2 show the spacecraft briefly touched down on the asteroid at 0106
GMT (10:06 a.m. Japan Standard Time), and began climbing away from Ryugu seconds later, pulsing its
thrusters to counteract the 900-meter-wide (half-mile-wide) asteroid’s feeble gravity.

What’s Up
In the news

Russia launches international X-ray
astronomy mission

A Proton rocket and Block
DM upper stage climbed
into space Saturday from
the Baikonur
Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan with SpektrRG, an astronomical
observatory with dual Xray telescopes developed
by Russian and German
scientists on the hunt for
the signature of dark
energy.
The new observatory will
detect X-ray emissions
from across the sky,
including those from huge
clusters of galaxies. By
measuring the
mass, luminosity and distance of distant galaxies, Spektr-RG could help astronomers better understand dark
energy, the mysterious force driving the accelerating expansion of the Universe.
During a four-year all-sky survey, the mission will scan the complete sky eight times.
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In the news
Seeking to become the
fourth nation to
successfully land on the
Moon, India launched an
ambitious robotic lunar
mission named
Chandrayaan 2 on Monday
22nd July, targeting a
touchdown near the lunar
south pole on 6th
September.
Consisting of an orbiter,
lander and rover, the
Chandrayaan 2 mission is
India’s most daring space
project to date.
Chandrayaan 2 lifted off at
09:13 GMT from the Satish
Dhawan Space Center on
India’s southeastern coast.

India launches robotic mission to land on
the Moon
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In the news
NASA’s Transiting
Exoplanet Survey Satellite
TESS has completed its
first year of operation,
mapping the souther sky
in overlapping strips,
discovering 21 confirmed
exoplanets, 850
candidates awaiting
confirmation, and a
variety of supernovae,
asteroids and other
phenomena.
On 18th July, TESS
completing its southern
sky survey and mapping of
the northern sky began.
When the initial survey is
completed next year, the
spacecraft will have
mapped three quarters of
the sky using four cameras
that monitor 24-by-96degree strips for 27 days
at a time.

TESS completes first year of operation
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In the news
After mapping the entire surface of the
surprisingly rocky, rubble-strewn
asteroid Bennu, researchers have
identified four potential sample
collection sites for NASA’s OSIRIS-REx
spacecraft. The team plans to spend
another four months evaluating the
candidates before selecting a primary
and a backup based on particle grain
sizes and nearby features that can serve
as navigation landmarks during the
spacecraft’s descent to the surface next
year.
Bennu is much rougher than expected,
its surface made up of countless
boulders and rock fragments in what
resembles a pile of rubble. Based on
initial surveys, engineers revised their
search for acceptable sample collection
sites, focusing on areas ranging from 5
to 10 metres (16 to 33 feet) in radius.

OSIRIS-REx candidate sample collection
sites identified

What’s Up

Parker Solar Probe heading for third close
In the news pass by Sun
The $1.5 billion Parker Solar
Probe is heading for its third
close flyby of the Sun on 1
September, and officials say
the spacecraft is collecting
even more data about the
solar wind and the physics of
the corona than initially
expected.
Launched 12 August 2018,
the Parker Solar Probe was
released on a trajectory that
designed to repeatedly carry
it past Venus for gravity-assist
flybys that will adjust the
spacecraft’s orbit to set up at
least seven close passes
through the Sun’s outer
atmosphere, or corona. A major mystery the spacecraft’s instruments are expected to help solve is what
causes the corona to heat up to millions of degrees when the visible surface of the Sun below is much
cooler. Passing within 6.1 million kilometres (3.8 million miles) of the Sun’s visible surface, the Parker probe’s
heat shield will endure temperatures up to 1,370 degrees Celsius (2,500 Fahrenheit).

What’s Up
In the news

NASA’s Europa Clipper approved for
development

An icy ocean world in
our solar system that
could tell us more
about the potential for
life on other worlds is
coming into focus with
confirmation of the
Europa Clipper
mission’s next phase.
The decision allows the
mission to progress to
completion of final
design, followed by the
construction and
testing of the entire
spacecraft and science
payload.
The mission will conduct an in-depth exploration of Jupiter’s moon Europa and investigate whether the icy
moon could harbour conditions suitable for life, honing our insights into astrobiology. To develop this
mission in the most cost-effective fashion, NASA is targeting to have the Europa Clipper spacecraft complete
and ready for launch as early as 2023. The agency baseline commitment, however, supports a launch
readiness date by 2025.
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Next Meeting

Thursday
3rd October
Prof. Lewis Dartnell
Department of Life Sciences, University of Westminster
Origins. How the Earth made us
When we talk about human history, we focus on great leaders, mass migration and decisive wars.
But how has the Earth itself determined our destiny? How has our planet made us? As a species we are shaped by our environment. Geological
forces drove our evolution in East Africa; mountainous terrain led to the development of democracy in Greece; and today voting behaviour in the
United States follows the bed of an ancient sea. The human story is the story of these forces, from plate tectonics and climate change, to
atmospheric circulation and ocean currents.
How are the Himalayas linked to the orbit of the Earth, and to the formation of the British Isles? By taking us billions of years into our planet’s
past, Professor Lewis Dartnell tells us the ultimate origin story. When we reach the point where history becomes science we see a vast web of
connections that underwrites our modern world and helps us face the challenges of the future.

